
Getting to Parc Des Princes 
Paris is well-served by bus, Metro

and RER express trains. Your match
ticket does not allow for free

travel. 
To get to the stadium via Metro,
use Line 9 and get off at Porte

de Saint-Cloud.
NUFC have advised NOT to use

Line 10 in order to avoid the
suburb of Auteuil and the Auteuil

Stand which houses the PSG
Ultras. It’s also the stand furthest

from the away end.
As ever, plan your journey to allow
plenty of time for queueing, ticket

checks and body searches.
Gates open as early as 6pm. 

Match Info
Paris Saint-Germain (a)
Tuesday 28th November

@ Parc des Princes 
KO 9pm local time 

The City
The French capital is home to more

than 2 million people as well as
many famous landmarks such as the
Eiffel Tower, the Louvre art museum,

the Arc de Triomphe and Notre
Dame Cathedral. 
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Pre-match 
NUSC have organised a fanzone
area (similar to Market Sq/Milan

Canal) at Boulogne-Billancourt. No
tickets are needed for bars in this
area and all are welcome. They
recommend using Corcoran's

Boulogne as a meeting point before
heading to other bars in the area to
avoid overcrowding. Most bars will  

also be showing the game. 
Stay vigilant in Paris and travel in

groups. 



Take Metro Line 9 to Porte de Saint-Cloud, which is a 5-10 minute
walk from the stadium.

The Paris Metro system is not wheelchair accessible but there is
stadium parking for disabled fans only - please contact NUFC’s

Disability Support for details. 
From the Metro station, after a short walk on Route de la Reine,
turn right down Rue du Commandant Guilbaud, where there will

be a soft ticket check.
NUFC fans will then enter an area for a body search by PSG

stewards and a second by the Police.
This area is small and poorly lit and Police searches are likely to be
thorough. NUFC stewards will be present if you need support.

There will be no ID checks at the gates.
Supporters sitting in the lower section will be given a wristband to

be worn at all times or access won’t be granted.
Fans then make their way to the stadium through a narrow access

route with wheelchair users having their own dedicated queue.
Bags should be smaller than A4 and there are no storage

facilities.
Flags are allowed excluding those with offensive messaging or

references to Palestine/Israel. 
Food kiosks accept card or cash. They won’t serve alcohol and

close shortly after half time. 

Stadium Info - Parc Des Princes
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Post-match
Expect to be kept back in the

stadium for a minimum of thirty
minutes, though this is likely to be

longer. 
Keep in mind that the food and
drink kiosks close just after half

time. 
If you are returning to the city
centre, use Metro Line 9 from

Porte de Saint-Cloud.
Avoid the Auteuil end of the

stadium. 
The Metro runs until 1am. 

Nous sommes les Geordies 
Bonjour - Hello

Merci - Thank you
S’il vous plait - Please 

Bière à la pression – Draft beer
Une bouteille - A bottle

Une pinte - A pint
Un demi - A half (pint) 
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Emergency numbers in France 
Police - 112 

Ambulance - 112 
Fire service - 112

British Consulate - +33 (0)1 44 51 31 00

www.nufctrust.co.uk

@nufctrust


